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A B S T R A C T

We show that the proliferation of armed groups increases the amount of organized political violence. The
natural death of a tribal leader provides quasi-experimental variation in the number of armed groups across
districts in Pakistan. Employing event study designs and IV-regressions allows us to isolate the effect of the
number of armed groups on political violence from locational fundamentals of conflict, e.g., local financing
and recruiting opportunities or government capacity. In line with the idea that armed groups compete for
resources and supporters, we estimate semi-elasticities of an additional armed group on political violence
ranging from 50 to 60%. Introducing a novel proxy for government counter-insurgency efforts enables us to
show that this increase is driven by insurgency groups and not the state. Moreover, we show that groups
splitting-up compensate for their capacity loss by switching to non-capital intensive attacks.
1. Introduction

The proliferation of armed groups is often associated with a rise
of organized political violence1 and failing states. Prominent examples
include Libya and Syria since 2011, and the Democratic Republic of
Congo during the Great War of Africa.2 An additional armed group can
destabilize the status quo by threatening the influence of incumbent
groups and the government. The additional group may amplify the
threat if it claims to fight for the same cause as an established group.
In such cases, the additional group not only challenges the monopoly
of violence from other actors but threatens their distinct support base,
e.g., financial supporters and recruits. The local capacity of a group
is a key driver of political violence (Limodio, 2022; Sviatschi, 2022),
and a new entrant can directly reduce this capacity. A prominent
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1 We use the term organized political violence as a general term for politically motivated violence, such as civil war, terrorism, and counter-insurgencies.
2 Taken to the extreme, the proliferation of armed actors means a war of everyone against everyone, famously making life ‘‘solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and

short’’ (Hobbes, 1969).
3 Adaptation of cheap technological innovations makes this a very likely scenario (Faria, 2014).

example is the appearance of Hamas in the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank challenging the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) as the
sole agent of the Palestinians. In summary, the potentially opposing
competition and capacity effects for the groups in a location do not
allow for a clear ex-ante expectation on how an additional armed group
affects organized violence.

An additional armed group is likely to increase violence if compe-
tition for resources induces groups to commit more attacks than they
would find optimal otherwise (much like oligopolistic firms) in order
to signal relevance. The capacity effect is likely to be negative if groups
exhibit increasing returns to scale in generating attacks3 or become
resource-constraint.

Empirical evidence is limited. Currently, the literature only reports
positive correlations between the number of armed groups and the
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frequency and severity of political violence (Findley and Young, 2012;
Nemeth, 2014; Conrad and Greene, 2015). The main problem in esti-
mating the causal effect of an increase in the number of armed groups
on political violence (apart from potentially opposing mechanisms)
is that the number of armed groups within a given geographic area
is endogenous. First, groups most likely select themselves into given
areas (Gaibulloev, 2015). The selection, in turn, reasonably depends
on the strength of incumbent actors as well as attributes inert to the
area in question. Prominent examples are weak state capacity (Fearon
and Laitin, 2003), local financing opportunities (Berman et al., 2017;
Limodio, 2022), and the attitude of the local population (Berman
et al., 2011). Second, groups have varying goals and strategies, respond
to different incentives, and might have diverse support groups (see
Stanton, 2013; Kis-Katos et al., 2014; Toft and Zhukov, 2015). Hence,
new groups may form to cater to previously neglected interests and
grievances. Finally, political violence itself affects the number of armed
groups, as some groups bleed out during a conflict or are attracted by
the fighting itself, e.g., hunting their opponents across locations.

This paper provides quasi-experimental evidence on the effect of
group proliferation on the frequency and intensity of organized political
violence. We exploit a unique setting in which the number of armed
groups increases through a split of a separatist group that is plausibly
exogenous to the conflict dynamics. Specifically, we exploit the split
of the Baloch Liberation Army (BLA) into the BLA and United Baloch
Army (UBA), operating primarily within districts of the Balochistan
province in Pakistan. The split between the BLA and UBA goes back
to a leadership dispute between two brothers who, in short, could not
agree on the organization’s leadership. While disagreement between the
brothers could be related to some unobserved conflict dynamics, the
split of the BLA has the additional feature that the groups only effec-
tively split after the father of the two brothers, who suppressed open
conflict between them, died of natural causes following a relatively
short and severe illness.4

The exogenous timing of the father’s death and the groups’ over-
lapping area of operations allows us to specify event studies and
generalized difference-in-difference (DiD) specifications. We test if dis-
tricts in which the BLA has traditionally been more active experience
more violence following the split. Moreover, we use the DiD setup as a
shift share instrument for the number of active armed groups operating
within districts.

We estimate that an additional active armed group increases the
quantity of political violence between 50% and 80% and the severity
of violence (the sum of individuals wounded or killed) between 50%
and 100%. The results suggest that the competition effect (for publicity,
recruits, and/or financing) between armed groups dominates on aver-
age in our setting. Concerns about unobserved confounders explaining
the UBA formation are relatively small since the general goals, target
audience, primary opponent, and tactics of the BLA and UBA are simi-
lar.5 Moreover, we do not find evidence that our results are driven by
infighting between armed groups, increased counter-insurgency efforts
by the government, changes in politically disenfranchised populations,
or local financing opportunities.

Taking our analysis to the group level, we leverage the UBA split
from the BLA to (i) test for the capacity effect experienced by the
BLA and (ii) investigate how the BLA allocates its attacks in response
to increased competition. We show that the BLA primarily conducts
additional attacks in districts in which other groups, as well as the

4 Khair Baksh Marri died within five days after being admitted to the
ospital (Khan, 2014; News International, 2014).

5 Looking at raw data shows that on the district-year level, 21% of BLA
ttacks do not cause bodily harm, while this number is 26% for the UBA. Both
roups conduct a singular severe attack in 52% of the district-years in which
hey are active. Regarding targets, both groups target private citizens one third
2

f the time and businesses about 20% (BLA) and 23% (UBA), respectively. R
UBA, are active. Hence, we can rule out that increased violence is
driven by competition between the BLA and UBA alone. Moreover, we
document that the BLA conducts more non-capital intensive attacks
following its split, which provides suggestive evidence that the split is
indeed a negative capacity shock. However, the fatalities inflicted by
the BLA, both in absolute terms and relative to other groups operating
within the same district, do not decrease. Hence, the BLA seems to
be able to compensate for the negative capacity effect by switching
strategies, which is in line with theoretical predictions of Bueno de
Mesquita (2013).

Our empirical analysis combines data from multiple publicly avail-
able data sources on political violence committed by the various armed
groups within Pakistan. To measure the number of armed groups
correctly, we systematically document all mergers and splits of armed
groups in Pakistan between 1990 and 2018. Thus, we provide a unified
analysis of organized political violence, including terrorism, guerilla
warfare, as well as more symmetric forms of political violence. This al-
lows us to test if armed groups change their strategies in response to in-
creased competition. Recent theoretical and empirical work highlights
that groups alter their strategies in response to changing constraints, of
which increased competition could be an important factor.6

Combining data on terrorism from the Global Terrorism Database
(GTD) (START, 2019) and political violence more broadly from the
UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED) (Sundberg and Melander,
2013) allows us to increase coverage and proxy for government counter
-insurgency efforts. We differentiate insurgency from counter-
insurgency by exploiting the different inclusion criteria of events for
each database. Accounting for counter-insurgency activity highlights
that the violence is primarily driven by armed groups and not by the
government’s reaction to the split of the BLA.

We contribute to various strands of the literature. Our results show
that the proliferation of armed groups increases organized political
violence, adding additional insights to the literature on the determi-
nants of political violence (see Blattman and Miguel, 2010; Gaibulloev
and Sandler, 2019, for excellent overviews). Conceptually, we highlight
that the proliferation of actors has an independent effect on political
violence, even if local determinants of conflict, such as opportunity
cost (Dube and Vargas, 2013) or state capacity (Fearon and Laitin,
2003; Dube and Naidu, 2015) remain constant. We also provide evi-
dence that group proliferation seems not to affect infighting between
groups in settings where group finances do not depend on the extraction
of natural resources (as in Morelli and Rohner, 2015; Adhvaryu et al.,
2018; Gehring et al., 2019), but mostly on local contributions (Limodio,
2022). On the econometric side, we show that group proliferation is
a potential omitted variable in many studies and cannot be captured
by fixed effects in monadic settings. Moreover, the issue cannot be
resolved by focusing on smaller units such as grid-cells.7

Methodologically, we provide a novel approach to proxy for counter
-insurgency activity by exploiting different coding criteria across
databases. In doing so, we also provide a transparent way to account for
potential double-counting, which can result from combining multiple
databases on political violence. We tackle the issue with a data-driven
approach. Conceptually, we implement an uncertainty-based measure
applying spatial and temporal buffers surrounding each incident from
one dataset and flag incidents in the second dataset that fall within
the joint buffer. In essence, the approach provides a transparent way
to trade off potential false-positive vs. false-negative assignments of
double-counts.

6 For a theoretical model see Bueno de Mesquita (2013). For empirical
vidence showing how different groups use different strategies, see Stanton
2013). For the varying impact of shocks and support groups on different
roups, see Dube and Naidu (2015), Toft and Zhukov (2015) and Limodio
2022).

7 See Buhaug and Rød (2006), Tollefsen et al. (2012), Besley and

eynal-Querol (2014) and Condra et al. (2018) for prominent examples.
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Finally, we provide new time-variant data on the armed group
level itself. Specifically, we collected the universe of mergers and splits
for armed groups in Pakistan since 1990. Most current group level
variables are time-invariant ideology and support group characteris-
tics (Kis-Katos et al., 2011; Polo and Gleditsch, 2016). Two notable
exceptions are the contributions by König et al. (2017) and Trebbi
and Weese (2019) that document observed and unobserved coalition
structures over time. We complement the latter two by de facto group
changes.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
introduces our setting in detail. Section 3 presents our data and the
definition of our core variables. Section 4 discusses our empirical
strategy. Section 5 reports our main results. Section 6 explores alterna-
tive mechanisms and extends our baseline analysis to the group level.
Finally, Section 7 provides a brief overview of the robustness tests, and
Section 8 concludes.

2. Setting and background

The Balochistan conflict is an ethnic dispute concentrated in the
Balochistan province8 of Pakistan.9 It started in 1948 when newly inde-
pendent Pakistan annexed the autonomous Baloch state of Kalat. Since
the start, there have been several violent periods between Pakistan and
Balochi insurgents: 1958–59, 1962–63, 1973–77, and ongoing since the
early 2000s (Times of India, 2016). One of the most important figures
that emerged during the 1970s insurgency was Kahir Bakhsh Marri
(KBM), who led the Balochistan People’s Liberation Front (BPLF). After
concessions from the government, the conflict de-escalated, although
it smoldered beneath the surface until it flared up again in the early
2000s. Most current insurgent groups (the BPLF no longer exists) call
for an independent Balochistan. Among the many reasons for the in-
surgency are systemic repression and marginalization of Baloch people
and the exploitation of natural resources without improvements in
local living conditions, an issue that has continuously been raised since
the 1960s.10 As Dashti (2017, chapter 1) puts it: ‘‘[t]he Baloch are
considered the poorest people while their land is amongst the richest in
the world’’. The recent development follows a vicious cycle of violence:
Pakistan follows a ‘‘pick up and dump strategy’’ whereby the Baloch
opposition is rounded up and subsequently tortured and killed (Rashid,
2014). The insurgents initially attacked the military, but they have also
turned against non-Baloch natives recently.

The BLA is one of the key players in the insurgency movement led by
the Marri tribe. It was founded around 2000 by the eldest son of KBM.
Other Baloch insurgency groups exist, such as the Baloch Liberation
Front (BLF), Baloch Republican Army (BRA), Balochistan Liberation
United Front (BLUF), or United Baloch Army (UBA).11 The groups’ area
of operations is concentrated mainly across districts within Balochistan.
All of the Baloch insurgency groups are considered terrorist organiza-
tions by the Pakistani government (NACTA, 2020).

Despite the similarity of the groups, Baloch insurgency groups are
distinct entities that compete against each other. Groups primarily com-
pete for attention, financial backers, and recruits within the Balochistan

8 One of the four provinces in Pakistan which form the first sub-national
ayer together with two autonomous territories and the Federal Territory of
slamabad.

9 Traditional Balochistan has been divided between Iran, Afghanistan, and
akistan following the colonial period.
10 The Baloch region is abundant, among other things, in natural gas, copper,
nd gold (Shah, 2017). It also provides access to the Straits of Hormuz. De Luca
t al. (2018) document that while most of Pakistan’s gas is produced in
alochistan, the central government charges lower prices for it and pays fewer
oyalties compared to gas from other regions.
11 The set of Baloch insurgency groups, apart from the appearance of the
BA, has remained constant since 2005. Note that other groups, such as the
aliban, also have a large presence within the Balochistan province.
3

province but rarely fight each other. Hence, visibility is key for each
group. Jetter (2017) highlights that a reduction in media attention
decreases the attention pay-offs for a group, which in turn reduces the
group’s capabilities. Attacks on protected government institutions and
incidences with high casualties demonstrate the capability of a group
and will generate more attention. This logic seems especially crucial
in this setting since the established insurgency groups of Balochistan
have similar platforms. Furthermore, Baloch insurgency groups rely
heavily on financing from other governments, wealthy individuals, and
the local middle-class (Economist, 2012).

How did the UBA enter the conflict, and is it plausible that its
appearance is exogenous with respect to the local conflict dynamics?
Baloch groups usually do not openly communicate who their leaders
are. In the case of the BLA, KBM seems to be the person who has
been calling the shots. In 2007, the previous leader of the BLA, Balach
Marri, was killed in action (Dawn.com, 2014). Balach Marri is one of
six sons of KBM and BLA leadership passed to the next-born brother,
Hyrbyair Marri. His younger brother Mehran Marri was in dispute with
Hyrbyair regarding leadership and strategy. Personal correspondence
with Baloch journalist Malik Siraj Akbar revealed that the BLA recruited
from non-Marri tribes starting from 2006 onward. Some members did
not agree with recruiting people that are outside their tribe. Mehran
Marri supposedly stole weapons and money to form his group—the
UBA. KBM, however, asked the BLA leader to pardon his younger
brother’s theft and uprising. Thus the UBA initially operated as a faction
within the BLA starting in 2011 (Ali, 2015; Nabeel, 2017; Balochistan
Post, 2018).

The actual split of the BLA into two distinct groups occurred after
the death of the brothers’ father in June of 2014 due to a brain
hemorrhage (Khan, 2014). Such cerebral bleeding occurs suddenly, and
the most frequent reason for such bleeding types is high blood pressure.
He was admitted to the hospital, and physical damage to his head is
unlikely to go unnoticed and under-reported, given his popularity. This
is not to say that alienation between the two factions could not have
already been progressing before his death. However, the first recorded
clash between the two factions/groups occurred five months after the
death of KBM (see START, 2019; Sundberg and Melander, 2013). What
is more, individual UBA incidents started being recorded around that
time and concentrate heavily in the former area of operations of the
BLA. We discuss the geographical overlap in more detail and how we
leverage it for identification in Section 4 below.

In summary, the timing of the actual split between the BLA and
UBA is not likely to be driven by the competition of the already
established groups nor by some external factors influencing political
violence within Balochistan. As such, we are confident that the group
split provides exogenous variation in the number of armed groups
operating within Balochistan.

3. Data

The units of observation are the districts of Pakistan between 1995
and 2018.12 Pakistan’s districts correspond to the third administrative
layer (first-tier of local government). The main variables of interest
are the level of organized political violence, and the number of active
armed groups correcting for group mergers, group splits, and naming
conventions (e.g., ‘‘Al-Qa’ida’’ vs. ‘‘Al-Qaida’’).

12 We require a balanced panel for most of our estimations which prohibits
using the GTD prior to 1993 as this year is missing in the dataset (see
https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/about/). Moreover, 1994 is lost due to the
differencing of some variables. Our approach needs an uninterrupted time-
series. 2018 is the final year in our sample because the extensive data work

was conducted in the spring and fall of 2019 using a team of several RAs.

https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/about/
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3.1. Dependent variable: Organized political violence

Our dependent variable is organized political violence. We take
the number of incidents committed by armed groups to measure the
frequency of organized political violence and the number of casualties
(sum of people wounded and killed) to proxy for the severity of political
violence. Note that we do not explicitly focus on the extensive margin
of violence because the detection of any group requires at least one
incident in a location.

The main data source is the ‘‘Global Terrorism Database’’ (GTD)
(START, 2019), complemented by information from the ‘‘UCDP Geo-
referenced Event Dataset’’ (GED) (Sundberg and Melander, 2013). The
GTD, officially tracking terrorism, is our preferred source due to two
reasons.13 First, since our armed groups of interest are classified as ter-
orist organizations, the coverage of incidents in which they have been
nvolved turns out to be most comprehensively tracked by the GTD.
he GTD codes more than 500 incidents committed by either the BLA
r UBA, while alternative open source databases such as the GED or
he ‘‘Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project’’ (ACLED) (Raleigh
t al., 2010), contain far fewer incidents (333 and 90, respectively) in
hich one of the two groups is involved.14 Second, the GTD does not
ave a fatality threshold to include incidents – as is the case for the
ED – or has known geographic biases in the recording of incidents –
s has been shown for ACLED (Eck, 2012).15 Note that we can only use
ncidents from the GTD and GED, which contain information on the
istrict where they occur. This results in a loss of 95 incidents in the
TD and 180 incidents in the GED, leaving us with 14,063 and 5611

ncidents in the respective database.
Counting casualties deserves some special consideration. First, ca-

ualties in the databases are recorded with considerable uncertainty.
ncidences are always reported if there is newspaper coverage. On
he contrary, fatalities and people wounded may not be stated if the
ource is too vague or may not state how many people died during
n incident. Most notably, the most recent source is used for the
atality and wounded estimate. If several newspapers report fatalities
nd wounded for an incident, the modal figure will be included in the
atabase. Second, the number of fatalities and wounded is subject to
larger degree of randomness. While armed groups may conduct their

ttacks with certain expectations with regard to how ‘‘big’’ an attack
hould be, there are a couple of factors that contribute to the actual
umber of deaths. In the case of a specific assassination, collateral
amage may be acceptable depending on how reliant the group is on
ublic support by the affected civilians (as in Toft and Zhukov, 2015).
oreover, the perpetrators are included in the death toll. For example,
suicide attack resulting solely in the perpetrators’ death is coded as
fatal attack. Even though casualty rates are difficult to predict, they

re informative of the group’s intention and capabilities.

13 The GTD defines a terrorist attack as: ‘‘the threatened or actual use of
llegal force and violence by a non-state actor to attain a political, economic,
eligious, or social goal through fear, coercion, or intimidation’’.START (2019).
14 Since most events are purely domestic, the ITERATE database is not
pplicable.
15 The GTD is, however, likely to suffer from general reporting biases as

s common to all open source databases relying on news reports to track
rganized political violence (Van der Windt and Humphreys, 2016). While this
eporting biases could be related to some district level characteristics that also
ttract more groups (cities vs. isolated rural areas), our setting is unlikely to be
ffected by them. We employ district- and time fixed effects as well as district-
roup and district-year fixed effects in our group-district level analysis. These
ixed effects should already purge much of the potential bias. Moreover, our
dentifying variation comes from relative changes in the amount of political
iolence committed in treated vs. untreated districts over time. To the best
f our knowledge, there is no evidence that differential reporting changes
etween the treatment and control group over time and is thus unlikely to
ias our results.
4

A downside of the GTD database is its’ focus on terror attacks.
Although the applied definition of terrorism is rather broad, it is not
clear if a ‘‘proper’’ battle between an armed group and the Pakistani
government on a ‘‘clearly defined’’ battlefield would be coded. It should
not—as this constitutes symmetric warfare. Furthermore, the GTD does
not code counter-insurgency operations by the government. An exam-
ple would be an airstrike in northwest Pakistan, killing 20 militants by
the Pakistani government reported on the 28th of June 2015, which is
included in the GED but not the GTD. To answer our research question,
we need to capture these types of events as well. Thus we supplement
the GTD data with data from the GED. Specifically, we complement
it with GED data on internal armed conflict and one-sided violence
against civilians.16 Using both databases also allows us to test if our
results are driven by database-specific coding criteria.

Employing two databases that track organized political violence
comes at a cost. The risk of double-counting incidents introduces
potential measurement errors. Double-counting arises if both the GED
and GTD code the same incidents for the same groups. We propose
to address this issue by assigning an uncertainty measure for double-
counting to each incident in the GED dataset. Specifically, we introduce
several temporal and spatial buffers around each incident in the GTD
database and flag GED incidents that fall within the buffer. Thus, the
reader may decide with which buffer she is comfortable. The only
assumption necessary for this approach to work is that double-counting
is only an issue between databases but not within them.

3.2. Independent variable: Number of armed groups

Our primary independent variable of interest is the number of active
armed groups. We consider all actors in the GTD and GED as armed
groups if they have an individual name. That means we exclude actors
such as ‘‘gunmen’’ or ‘‘tribesmen’’.17 After independently cleaning the
data, we compare our groups with the groups reported in Hou et al.
(2020) and find no omissions. We define any group as ‘‘active’’ within
a district if it commits at least one attack during the year in that district.
The number of active armed groups is then just the count of those
groups.

On average, there are roughly 0.4 groups active within a district in
a year during our study period. Only 15% of district-year observations
host a positive number of active groups. That is not to say that most
districts never experience group activity. Only 25% of 141 districts in
our sample do not experience any activity during the sample period.18

Counting groups only as active in a district if they commit an attack
during a year is by no means the only way how to think about group
presence. For one, it ignores the strategic choice of locality (Marineau
et al., 2020). Hence, we employ alternative measures of the number
of active groups, such as the potential number of active groups. That
is, we set existing groups as potentially active in all districts in which
they have ever been active in any year if they are active somewhere
in Pakistan in a given year. Groups that cease to exist cannot be
potentially active in a district. The idea behind the potential active
group measure is that a group reveals the set of districts in which it

16 The GED defines an event as: ‘‘an incident where armed force was by an
organized actor against another organized actor, or against civilians, resulting
in at least 1 direct death at a specific location and a specific date’’ (Stina,
2019, p.4).

17 We also exclude so-called ‘‘one-hit wonders’’ (Blomberg et al., 2010),
which are groups that only commit a single attack. We test for the sensitivity
of our results to including them in the robustness section. A complete list of
all armed groups is provided in Table D.

18 Figure A-1 reports the active group distribution for districts, as well as
the distribution for districts in which the BLA has been active (or not active)
prior to treatment separately. The distribution of the number of armed groups
is skewed slightly more to the right for districts in which the BLA has been
active prior to treatment compared to those in which it has not been active.
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Fig. 1. Armed groups splits and mergers. Notes: Reports the year in which groups split (panel A) or merge (panel B): Baloch Liberation Army (BLA), Harakat ul-Mujahidin Al-Almi
(HuMA), Harakat ul-Mujahidin (HuM), Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM), Jamaat-ul-Ahrar(JuA), Jundullah (Jun), Lashkar-e-Balochistan (LeB), Lashkar-e-Islam (LeI), Lashkar-e-Jhangvi
(LeJ), Sipah-e-Sahaba/Pakistan (SSP), Tehrik-e-Islami (TeI), United Baloch Army (UBA).
competes to us only over time while other groups are already aware
of them. Furthermore, we are ambivalent about the exact locational
choice in a specific year that might be driven by operational or strategic
concerns that we cannot observe.

Other issues when counting the number of independent armed
groups are splits and mergers of armed groups and related measure-
ment errors within our source databases. The GTD and GED do not
track the split and mergers of different armed groups but assign the
perpetrator or conflict party of a given incident based on who claimed
involvement in an incident or a third party that attests to the identity of
the included actors. Hence there is the potential to attribute an incident
to a group called ‘‘X-A’’, which is simply a faction of ‘‘A’’, but might
later become an independent group. Much like in the case of the BLA
and UBA. Note that both the GTD and GED change past entries in their
databases if they receive new information, and it is not clear if they also
backward correct specific names. However, given that our estimation
sample only runs until 2018, this specific problem should be minimized,
assuming that most corrections occur within the first two years rather
than later on.

To address the issue of potential splits and mergers, we conduct an
in-depth analysis of all armed groups within Pakistan and track if they
split from or merged with other groups during our sample period.19 The
analysis is based on full-text online searches of major media outlets.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the timing of all splits and mergers
occurring in our sample. Apart from several splits outside of Balochis-
tan, we observe a major consolidation of the Taliban which absorb
several groups between 2011 and 2015,20 Using the information in
Fig. 1 we can reassign incidents and casualties to the corresponding pre-
merger or post-split groups and adjust the number of groups for each
district, to reflect splits and mergers correctly. Note that we will not use
the other splits or mergers to identify the competition effect since we
cannot rule out that the timing of the mergers and splits are endogenous
to the conflict dynamics within Pakistan. However, neglecting the other
group splits and mergers would result in the measurement error of
our independent variable. Full descriptive statistics for our variables
of interest are reported in Table A-1.

How unique is Pakistan as a case study for our proposed mecha-
nism? To get an initial idea, we plot the elasticity between aggregated
incidents and casualties on the number of active armed groups at
the country-year level for all countries included in the GTD between

19 Conducted during the first three quarters of 2019.
20 Table D-2 and Table D-3 in Appendix D provides detailed documentation

of each case.
5

1995 and 2018. Fig. 2 shows the results, highlighting Pakistan-Year
observations in dark red. All observations are demeaned by country and
year.

Fig. 2 points to a positive net effect, i.e., a dominance of the compe-
tition effect. First, there is an apparent correlation between the number
of armed groups active within a country and the number of organized
political violence perpetrated. Second, Pakistan is no outlier but fits
the linear prediction quite well. Of course, this is only suggestive
evidence on the country level, but it is supportive of the notion that
the proliferation of armed groups leads to more political violence.

4. Empirical strategy

In the spirit of Draca et al. (2011), we will use two complementary
identification strategies to test if group proliferation increases orga-
nized political violence. First, we run event study estimations in which
we regress political violence on a set of binned treatment indicators.
The main goal of the event studies is to understand the reduced form
effect of the BLA split on political violence within Pakistan. Second, we
use the DiD version of the reduced form as a shift-share instrument for
the number of armed groups within districts in 2SLS regressions. The
goal of the 2SLS specifications is to estimate the semi-elasticity of an
additional armed group on political violence, which is the causal effect
we are after.

The reduced form specification is a standard event study with an
effect window running from 𝑠 to 𝑠 for all 𝑡 = 𝑡,… , 𝑡

𝑌𝑖𝑡 =
𝑠
∑

𝑠=𝑠
𝛽𝑠𝑏

𝑠
𝑖𝑡 + 𝑂𝐺𝑖𝑡 + 𝐗′

𝐢𝐭𝜓 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜉𝑖𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 (1)

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is the log of political violence (either incidents+1 or casualties
+1) perpetrated in district 𝑖 during year 𝑡. 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑡 are treatment change
indicators binned at the endpoints 𝑠 = −4 ∀ 𝑡 ≤ −4 and 𝑠 = 3 ∀ 𝑡 ≥ 3,
with 𝑠 = 0 representing the treatment year 2014.21 Specifically, each
𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑡 corresponds to the interaction 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 ×𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡. 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖
is the share of years in which the BLA has been active in the district
prior to treatment. 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡 is a variable taking on the value one
for the years 2014 and later and zero otherwise. 𝑂𝐺𝑖𝑡 is the number
of other active groups present within the district, which we discuss
momentarily. 𝐗′ is a vector of control variables we use to control for
potentially unobserved confounders between the control and treatment
districts over time. We include the log of the population to normalize

21 Corresponding to years 2010 and before or 2017 and later, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Armed groups and political violence. Notes: Depicts a scatter plot of the (log of) groups vs. (log of) incidents & casualties created by these groups, demeaned by country
nd year. The unit of observation is country-year. Pakistan is represented in dark red. The black line illustrates the best linear fit using the global GTD sample between 1995 and
018. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
he count of incidents relative to the local population and proxies for
onflict suitability that are plausibly exogenous, such as the difference
n average rainfall and temperature within districts (Fearon and Laitin,
003; Buhaug et al., 2009).22 𝜂𝑖 and 𝛾𝑡 are district and year fixed effects,
𝑖𝑡 are division-specific-linear-trends that capture trends in the upper
ayer administrative units.23 As is common in event studies, we omit
−1
𝑖𝑡 . Hence, all effects have to be interpreted relative to this baseline.

The intuition behind our reduced form event study is that districts
n which the BLA has been more active are more affected by the split,
.e., the districts are more likely to have a UBA presence compared
o those districts with less BLA activity. Limodio (2022), for example,
rovides empirical evidence in line with the idea that terrorist groups
n Pakistan face internal frictions in their capital and labor markets,
.e., groups are more active in locations in which they have more
ersonnel and capital. After the BLA split, it is reasonable that districts
ith a larger presence prior to treatment are more likely to host both
roups post-treatment, all else being equal.

Fig. 3 illustrates the point. Panel (A) shows that there is a large
verlap between areas in which the BLA and UBA operate, primarily
ithin the Baloch province, which is highlighted by the green border.
5% of all incidents of the BLA and UBA are committed within the
aloch province. Panel (B) of Fig. 3 highlights further that the districts

n which the BLA and UBA overlap are those in which the BLA has
lready been more active prior to treatment. Panel (C) shows that the
umber of active groups in the post-BLA split period rises more often
n districts with a high BLA presence allowing us to run instrumental
ariable specifications. Moreover, Figure A-8 in Section A-1 highlights
hat the UBA reduces its area of operation over time to the areas in
hich the BLA has the highest pre-treatment presence. The second stage
SLS specification is defined as:

𝑖𝑡 = 𝛿𝐴𝐺𝑖𝑡 + 𝐗′
𝐢𝐭𝜓 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜉𝑖𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 (2)

22 The log of population density is calculated based on the GWP
CIESIN, 2018). Note that the GWP is only provided every five years and
nly provides detailed spatial population estimates for the reference years
990, 1995, 2000, 2010, and 2015. We linearly interpolate and extrapolate
he population data between those reference years and 2018, the last year
f our sample. The rainfall and temperature differences are calculated using
nformation from temperature and rainfall rasters provided by Hersbach et al.
2018). We aggregate the 0.25-degree raster information to the district level,
ake the yearly means and then take the difference. The rainfall measure is
caled by a factor of 1000.
23 Divisions are the second subnational administrative layer of Pakistan
osting on average about 4.5 districts. We cannot use district-specific trends
ue to degrees of freedom constraints.
6

with the corresponding first stage:

𝐴𝐺𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝐼𝑉𝑖𝑡 + 𝐗′
𝐢𝐭𝜓 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜉𝑖𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 (3)

where 𝐴𝐺𝑖𝑡 is the number of active groups within a district-year (includ-
ing BLA and UBA) and the instrument 𝐼𝑉𝑖𝑡 is 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡,
all else is defined as before.

Before we turn to our core results, let us briefly discuss the identify-
ing assumptions of our two approaches. Our event-study design relies
on the standard assumption that unobserved time-varying confounders
affect districts that are more or less treated similarly, i.e., with respect
to 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡. This is the standard parallel trends
assumption in the presence of heterogeneous treatment effects. Stated
differently, there should be no anticipation effect of KBMs death (and
the BLA split) depending on the level of pre-treatment BLA activity
within districts. As outlined above, KBM died in a hospital from a
brain hemorrhage. Hence it seems implausible that districts with a
higher BLA presence anticipate his death more precisely compared to
districts with a lower average presence.24 The treatment heterogeneity
caused by the variation in 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 is another matter. Potentially the
locational fundamentals with respect to political violence, such as state
capacity or the demand for armed groups, change differently in districts
in which the BLA has traditionally been active over time. KBM himself
could have had some impact on the locations, apart from mitigating
tensions between his two sons and keeping the BLA together. We tackle
these issues below by investigating the pre-treatment coefficients in the
event study and explicitly testing for potential confounders of the kind
just mentioned.

In the 2SLS case, we require the usual instrumental variable as-
sumptions of excludability and relevance. Relevance (or power) is not
a concern, as we show below. Excludability, in turn, needs to be
argued for. There are many potential ways in which KBM’s death (and
the BLA split) could have affected political violence differently in the
respective treatment and control groups apart from an increase in the
number of armed groups, i.e., by altering the demand for armed groups.
We use our reduced-form specification and further extensions to the
2SLS models to alleviate concerns with respect to obvious violations of
exclusion restriction in Section 6.

24 His old age was public knowledge and not limited to members of the BLA.
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Fig. 3. Identifying variation. Notes: Panel (A) plots the districts in which the BLA & UBA have both been present at any point in our sample in red, those in which only the BLA
has been present in blue, and those in which only the UBA has been present in light gray. Panel (B) plots the avg. presence of the BLA prior to treatment, i.e., the fraction of years
in which the BLA has committed at least one attack in a district prior to treatment. The highest presence is observed in Quetta, the capital district of the Balochistan province.
Panel (C) plots the change in the number of armed groups operating on average in a district in the pre- vs. post-treatment period. The Balochistan province is highlighted by the
bold green borders. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. Reduced form evidence: Main results. Notes: The figure reports our event study point estimates and their 95% confidence intervals regressing the log of incidents + 1
(panel A) or the log of casualties + 1 (panel B). Coefficients are calculated based on standardized variables. The CIs are based on standard errors clustered at the district level.
The horizontal lines report the corresponding DiD estimate (solid) and its CI (dashed).
5. Results

5.1. Reduced from evidence

The main results of our event study are depicted in Fig. 4. Panel
(A) plots the results for the incidents specification, panel (B) for the
casualties specification. Neither specification exhibits any pre-trends,
as can be observed from the statistically insignificant coefficients prior
to treatment. This is also the case if we extend the pre-treatment
event sequence (see Figure A-2). Following the split of the BLA, we
observe an increase in the incidents of political violence in districts
with a comparably higher pre-treatment BLA presence, stating in 𝑡 + 1
which rises in 𝑡 + 2 and reverts to the baseline for all periods 𝑡 + 3
or later. The casualty effect, in turn, is limited to 𝑡 + 2. Note that the
𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 variable is standardized. Hence all coefficients can be read
as the differential effect following the BLA split for districts with a
one standard deviation higher pre-treatment BLA presence compared
to others.

The obtained reduced form effects are sizeable. We estimate that
violence increases by roughly 15% in the first two years following
treatment. Comparing a district with an average BLA presence prior to
treatment compared to districts in which the BLA has not been active
results in a 30% increase of incidents in the first two years following
7

treatment. The casualty estimate is larger, although much less precisely
estimated. We estimate an increase in casualties of about 35% in the
second year following treatment. Comparing a district with an average
pre-treatment BLA presence to a district with no prior BLA activity
results in an estimated increase of casualties of 72%.

In both panels, we also report the generalized DiD estimates for our
reduced form specification in which we predict the differential change
across the entire post-treatment period (𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡).
For incidents, the point estimate of the generalized DiD is close to
identical to the event study estimates in 𝑡 + 1 and 𝑡 + 2. For casualties,
the effect is about 50% smaller compared to the 𝑡 + 2 event study
estimates. However, in neither case are we able to reject that the
separate post-treatment estimates are identical to the DiD estimate.

Our incident results remain qualitatively similar if we refrain from
the log transformation of our incidents and estimate the event stud-
ies using Poisson pseudo maximum likelihood estimator, employ an
inverse hyperbolic sine transformation of the dependent variables, or
add a smaller constant before taking the logs (see panels (A) to (C) in
Figure A-3).25 The casualties estimates are slightly off, but those are in
general more volatile. We can also refrain from using control variables

25 As in Dube and Vargas (2013) and Limodio (2022).
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Table 1
Competition and political evidence.

OLS 2SLS
Dependent variable:

Ln Ln Ln Ln Ln Ln
incidents casualties incident casualties incident casualties
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

No. active groups 0.4490 0.7945 0.8431 1.1767 0.5356 0.6997
(0.0444) (0.1024) (0.1712) (0.2767) (0.1277) (0.1777)

1st stages

Dependent variable: No. active groups

𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 – 0.4559 –
– (0.0868) –

𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡2014 – – 0.7526
– – (0.1429)

𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡2015 – – 0.4662
– – (0.0991)

𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡2016 – – 0.3105
– – (0.0857)

𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡2017+ – – −0.0276
– – (0.1110)

No. act grps in all districts: 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛: 0.4078
𝑆𝐷: 1.0480

No. act grps in act districts: 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛: 1.7468
𝑆𝐷: 1.5384

Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

District-FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year-FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Division-trend ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Adj. 𝑅2 0.730 0.634 0.263 0.332 0.495 0.387
Obs 3384 3384 3384 3384 3384 3384
F-stat IV (1st stage) – – 11.44 11.44 16.53 16.53

Notes: The table reports the results of regressing the log(incidents + 1) and the log(casualties + 1) on the number of active groups. Columns
1 and 2 use OLS estimates. Columns 3 to 6 report the first and second stage results based on 2SLS specification stated in Eq. (2). Columns 3
and 4 use the interaction 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 as the instrument for the number of active groups operating within a district. Columns 5
and 6 use a dynamic version of 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡 in which each post-treatment period (2014–2017/18) is allowed to have a different
effect on the number of groups. Standard errors are clustered at the district level in parenthesis.
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r limit our sample to districts within the Balochistan province, whose
ndependence is the official goal of the BLA (see panel (D) and (E)
n Figure A-3). The estimated effect sizes are nearly identical, despite
educing the sample to 20% of its original size. We can also calculate
ur pre-treatment BLA presence only based on years prior to 2011
hen the UBA faction formed within the BLA. Again, results remain
ualitatively the same and do not suggest that the UBA faction already
nfluenced the area of operations of the BLA (see panel (F) in Figure
-3).26 Summing up we observe qualitatively similar results in all of

he different specifications. Crucially, the absence of observable pre-
reatment trends makes us confident that we can proceed under the
ommon trends assumption and employ the DiD version of the reduced-
orm as an instrument for the number of active armed groups in our
SLS specification.

.2. Group competition and political violence

We now turn to estimating the relationship between the number
f armed groups and political violence. Before turning to the 2SLS
pecification, we run a simple OLS regression of the log of political
iolence on the number of active groups within districts.

Columns 1 and 2 of Table 1 report the results. The estimated
emi-elasticity of the number of active groups on incidents of polit-
cal violence is 0.449, meaning that an additional group is expected
o increase the frequency of political violence by about 58%. The
orresponding casualty semi-elasticity is 81%. On average, a district
osts about 0.4 groups in a year. Hence, an increase by one means
percentage increase of just above 150%, implying an elasticity for

26 We do not have information on which faction within the BLA carried out
n attack before the official split in 2014.
8

the average district of political violence of between 0.39 and 0.54
(columns 1 and 2, respectively). Taken at face value, the severity of
violence increases more compared to the incidents. This is in line with
the idea that groups compete with one another for public attention to
garner recruits and financial contributions (Jetter, 2017). However, the
number of groups active in a location is most likely endogenous to the
local conflict dynamics. Columns 3 to 6 present the second stage results
from our 2SLS specification. In columns 3 and 4 we use the generalized
DiD estimate of 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 ×𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡 as our instrument. In columns
5 and 6, we use the set of post-treatment indicators from the event
study ∑𝑠=3

𝑠=0 𝛽𝑠𝑏
𝑠
𝑖𝑡, i.e., we allow the interaction 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 ×𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡

o have a dynamic effect on the number of groups within districts over
ime. Regardless of the IV choice, the first stage F-stat suggests that our
Vs have enough power.

On average, we observe an increase in the number of active armed
roups in treatment compared to control districts of about 0.5. Yet, the
stimated initial increase is higher (about 0.75 in columns 5 and 6 of
able 1) and then falls over time before the estimate turns insignificant
or years three or more after treatment. Note that we again standardize
he pre-treatment BLA share. Comparing a district in which the BLA
as not been active prior to treatment with the average presence of the
LA results in a DiD estimate of about 0.98. This corresponds, e.g., to
he appearance of the independent UBA. Moreover, the general spatial
istribution of group activity remains rather stable.,27

The observed pattern in the first stages of Table 1 is consistent with
our interpretation of the reduced form effects shown in Fig. 4: They
primarily capture the increase in the number of armed groups due

27 Figure A-7 shows that the cross-sectional distribution of active groups
across districts is relatively stable (pre- to post-treatment), at least with respect
to the ordering.
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Fig. 5. Predicted political violence over number of active groups. Notes: Panel (A) plots the predicted amount of political violence (Log incidents+1) by the number of active
groups, based on column 5 of Table A-5 and the corresponding frequency distribution of these groups across districts with group activity. Panel (B) plots the predicted amount
of political violence (Log casualties+1) over the number of armed groups, based on column 6 of Table A-5. The final category includes 10+ groups (maximum 15). Confidence
intervals are 95% CI based on standard errors clustered at the district level.
to the appearance of the UBA. If the number of groups in treatment
compared to control districts becomes indistinguishable in 𝑡 + 3, we
would not expect that treatment districts experience more political
violence compared to the control districts.

The magnitude of 2SLS estimates for incidents are in general larger
compared to the OLS estimate, although much less so for the dynamic
IV. This is not the case for the more imprecise causality estimates.
Focusing on the incidents, we estimate semi-elasticities of 85% and
64%.28 If our argument has merit, then it makes sense that the 2SLS
estimates are larger because the endogenous selection of groups into
districts no longer biases the results. In other words, smaller OLS
estimates are consistent with groups not selecting into districts where
they cannot compete.

So far, we have focused on the average effect of additional groups on
political violence. Yet, if competition is the primary driver we identify,
we would expect that the effect of additional groups depends on the
number of other groups already competing within an area. This also
relates to potential selection effects. Groups could either be deterred
from mighty incumbents that do not tolerate competition or avoid areas
in which competition is so high that they are unlikely to garner any
support (the demand for armed groups is already saturated).

We test for the nonlinear effect of the number of armed groups
on political violence and investigate the direction of selection using
a control function approach. The control function approach has two
advantages over 2SLS specifications in this setting. First, the first-stage
residual shows if selection is likely to be significantly different from
zero, as well as the direction of potential selection. Second, we only
have to use the residual of the number of armed groups to control
for the endogeneity of the baseline as well as the squared term, which
makes the estimation more efficient (Wooldridge, 2010, 2015).

Fig. 5 plots the predicted amount of political violence over the
number of armed groups, based on our preferred nonlinear control
function specifications (columns 5 & 6 of Table A-5).29 Both panels (A)
and (B) suggest that the increase in violence, an additional group causes
diminishes in the number of armed groups. This result is consistent

28 We obtain similar patterns if we use the inverse hyperbolic sine trans-
ormation of the dependent variables or focus exclusively on districts within
alochistan (see Table A-3 and Table A-4).
29 Note that we bin the number of active armed groups at 10 or more
ecause empirical support is missing for some of the higher numbers going up
o 15. Table A-5 replicates Table 1 with control function methods. In addition,
9

t includes the squared term for the number of active armed groups.
with the idea that the political benefit of a successful attack diminishes
in the number of attacks conducted by other groups, which at some
point will be below the costs of conducting an attack. Relatedly, the
negative point coefficients of the first-stage residuals highlight that OLS
specifications underestimate the effect of an additional armed group on
political violence. This suggests that the marginal group selects itself
into areas in which many other groups already operate.

Indeed we can confirm a similar pattern with the UBA. Figure A-
8 in the Appendix documents that while the UBA initially operates
within several districts in which the BLA has traditionally been active, it
concentrates its activity over time in the districts around the provincial
capital Quetta. Quetta and its surrounding districts, in turn, are among
those districts with the highest number of active groups within our
sample (see Figure A-7). We do not observe a similar trend for the much
larger BLA, which keeps a relatively constant area of operations in the
years following treatment.30

6. Alternative channels and extensions

What drives this increase in political violence? We argue that our
reduced-form estimates capture the plausibly exogenous increase in
the number of active armed groups with respect to local conflict
dynamics, which increases organized political violence. Given that we
control for the number of other armed groups present in districts, this
seems plausible.31 It is also in line with the 2SLS results which we re-
ported above. However, our reduced-form estimates could also capture
potential other differential changes in the conflict dynamic between
the treated and control districts over time, which would violate the
exclusion restriction in the 2SLS models.

In this section, we further scrutinize how our treatment affects
competition between armed groups. We explore if the type of organized
political violence changes through the treatment, specifically if our
results are driven by increased violence primarily between groups
(Section 6.1). Furthermore, we show that local determinants of polit-
ical violence at the district level – such as government capacity, the
politically excluded population, and financing possibilities for armed

30 The UBA commits roughly 60 incidents in the post-treatment period while
the BLA conducts more than 200.

31 The general size of our effects is not sensitive to dropping the other active
group control or all controls (see Figure A-4). The effects become only smaller
if we start to include district times decade fixed effects on top of our current

fixed effects, trends, and controls.
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Fig. 6. Group targets: Ln incidents. Notes: Reports the coefficient and their accompanying 95% CIs of our event study specification as stated in Eq. (1) for different incidents
ounts (see Table A-2). We add 1 to all incident counts and take the log of them in all specifications. The CIs are based on standard errors clustered at the district level.
roups – do not change differently between the control and treatment
istricts over time (Section 6.2). Thus, they are unlikely to explain
ur effects. Finally, we provide evidence that the BLA indeed conducts
ore attacks in districts in which other groups are active as well.
oreover, we show that the BLA split did not cause the BLA to lose its

elevance in the local conflict dynamics (Section 6.3). In fact, the BLA
ompensates for the negative capacity shock of the split by switching
o non-capital intensive attacks, which is in line with the theoretical
redictions of Bueno de Mesquita (2013).

.1. Targets of armed groups within districts

Does increased infighting drive our results, i.e., are armed groups
ttacking each other? If KBM was a unifying figure, he might have
topped different groups from attacking each other (such as his sons).
ur data allows us to test this alternative explanation directly. The
TD list the target type of incidents, e.g., ‘‘Terrorists/Non-State Militia’’
r ‘‘Violent Political Party’’ among others. We create an alternative
ncident count using only incidents that target either of those categories
nd rerun our reduced form event study. In addition, we test whether
roups changed their target selection post-treatment. The specific inci-
ent categories we employ as dependent variables are attacks against;
𝑖) other armed groups, (𝑖𝑖) the government, (𝑖𝑖𝑖) public infrastructure,
𝑖𝑣) private business, and (𝑣) private citizens.32

Fig. 6 reports the event study estimates for the different incident
measures. It shows that our treatment does not affect infighting in
the treatment vs. the control group differently (black dots). Hence,
KBM’s death is unlikely to have caused increased infighting between
groups. The remaining point coefficients in Fig. 6 suggest that violence
primarily increases against government targets. However, using only a
subset of the incidents reduces the precision of our estimates.

6.2. District determinants of political violence

State capacity increases or decreases could change differently between
the treatment and control districts, which could explain why we ob-
serve more violence and more groups in treatment compared to control
districts (Fearon and Laitin, 2003). We proxy for state capacity using

32 Table A-2 provides the specific definitions for each of the measures.
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the counter-insurgency effort of the government. Note that the effect
of government counter-insurgency on political violence is theoretically
ambiguous, as it can increase as well as decrease mobilization (Bueno
De Mesquita, 2005).33

Obtaining a suitable proxy for counter-insurgency operations is not
without problems. Recall that the GTD only codes terrorist events and
hence misses counter-insurgency operations, such as the airstrike men-
tioned in Section 3.1. The GED, on the other hand, codes event dyads,
but those are not directional. That is, there is no indicator variable
indicating whether the government or an armed group initiated an
incident. We circumvent the issue and classify incidents between the
government and armed groups as counter-insurgency incidents if the
incident is reported in the GED but not in the GTD. The assumption
is that if we subtract the incidents between the government and any
armed group included in the GTD and thus identified as a terrorist
activity by the GTD, the events left can be used as reasonable proxies of
operations instigated by the government. The main operational obstacle
is dealing with measurement uncertainty between the two databases.
We tackle this issue with our proposed double-counting procedures,
which we explain in detail in Appendix B. In short, we draw a buffer of
25 km around each GED event and flag it as a potential double count
if the GTD codes an event of the same armed group during the same
day.34 Events that are flagged as potential double counts are excluded
from the analysis, which leaves us with a set of incidents that will use
as our counter-insurgency proxy (roughly 47% of all incidents in the
GED in which the government is involved).

Panel (A) of Fig. 7 reports our event study estimates for counter-
insurgency efforts by the government. We do not observe any sig-
nificant effect on the likelihood that the government initiates any
counter-insurgency effort, nor is the intensity of counter-insurgency,
proxied by the log of counter-insurgency incidents + 1 (blue triangles),
affected. Hence, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that state capacity
has evolved similarly between treatment and control districts over time.

33 At least for intermediate values of state capacity, for which groups are
not deterred from forming in the first place.

34 We use only events for which the geographic precision provided by the
GED is 1 to 25 km for this exercise.
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Fig. 7. District determinants of political violence. Notes: Panel (A) of the figure reports our event study (as specified in Eq. (1)) coefficients of interest and the accompanying
95% CI based on event studies regressing the probability of a counter-insurgency incident and the log counter-insurgency incidents + 1. Panel (B) uses the share of the politically
excluded population (based on areas or the 1990 population) as the dependent variable in our event study. The CI are based on standard errors clustered at the district level.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Demand for armed groups is another explanation for our findings. If
emand for armed groups that challenge the government increases
n an area (or district), it is more likely to observe more groups
perating in this area. Relatedly, demand should be correlated with
he willingness of people to either join an armed group in the area or
upport it otherwise. We proxy for the local demand of armed groups
y calculating the share of the politically excluded population within
istricts over time. Hence, we assume that when the share of politically
xcluded people in a location increases, demand and hence potential
upport for armed groups is likely to go up (Bormann et al., 2019).

Our ‘‘demand’’ proxy is based on the geocoded version of the
thnic Power Relations (geoEPR) data (Wucherpfennig et al., 2011;
ogt et al., 2015). The geoEPR dataset provides polygons and time-
arying political power status information for politically relevant ethnic
roups worldwide. Figure D-1 plots the respective groups for Pakistan.
o reassign the political power of different ethnic groups to districts,
e weigh the political status of groups either by their homeland area

hare in the district or by a proxy for their 1990 population share.35

he politically excluded population (the ‘‘demand’’ proxy) is the share
f people classified as ‘‘discriminated against’’ or ‘‘powerless’’. Details
nd descriptive statistics are provided in Appendix D.

Panel (B) of Fig. 7 plots the results of using either the area or
opulation-based measures for the locally politically excluded popula-
ion as dependent variables in our event study. Once more, we do not
ind evidence in favor of a diverging trend between our treatment and
ontrol group.

roup financing opportunities can also vary across locations and time,
hus potentially explaining our results. In his seminal paper, Limodio
2022) provides evidence in line with the idea that terrorist groups in
akistan face frictions both in their internal capital and labor markets.
pecifically, he shows that increases in local financing opportunities
ncrease local attacks. To proxy for local financing opportunities, we
se an annual district level equivalent of the identification strategy
mployed by Limodio (2022). In short, we exploit that the threshold
or the mandatory levy (Zakat donations) for Sunni before Ramadan
s dependent on the silver price, which leads to a differential impact
n donations between majority Sunni and other districts. This, in turn,
ffects the financing opportunities for armed groups primarily com-
osed of Sunni in majority Sunni districts more than other groups
ithin those districts and elsewhere. Note that our setting only exploits

35 The 1990 population share is the share of the population within the
istricts that reside in the EPR homeland, based on the GHSL population grid.
11
changes in the average global silver price across years and not the
price variation just before Ramadan (requiring within-year variation
due to the moving dates of Ramadan over the years) which is exploited
for causal identification in Limodios analysis. For details we refer
to Limodio (2022).

Columns 1 & 2 of Table 2 replicate our preferred 2SLS specifications
(columns 5 & 6 of Table 1) controlling for the interaction between the
Sunni share of a districts population and the log of the annual global
silver price (𝑆𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑖 × 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡).36 Thus, we capture some of
he potentially different local financing opportunities that vary across
istricts over time. Our results remain virtually unchanged. Columns 3
nd 4 add the other two proxies for the district determinants of political
iolence, although it is unclear if they are bad controls. Regardless,
ur coefficients are within a standard error distance from our baseline
esults. Note further that our results do not depend on the inclusion of
ny specific district (see Figure A-6).37 In fact, our results are somewhat
tronger if we drop the Quetta district, which suggests again that
here are diminishing returns to competition in terms of violence. In
ummary, it seems unlikely that changes in local government capacity,
he demand and potential support for armed groups, or local differences
n financing opportunities explain our results.

.3. Within group evidence

We now turn our attention to how the BLA split has affected the
LA itself. Moreover, we want to understand if the relative increase
f political violence in ‘‘BLA districts’’ is driven by the BLA itself,
ompetition between the BLA and UBA, or by other groups operating
ithin those districts. The two issues are interrelated. If the BLA
xperiences a negative capacity shock, e.g., due to a loss of manpower
r equipment, other groups might try to challenge the BLA. In such
case, we would expect the BLA to commit less violence than other

roups following treatment. On the flip side, the BLA might engage
n even more violence to signal its continued importance to potential
ecruits and financial backers. Hence, the net effect is unclear, at least
x-ante. Moreover, the BLA could simply change the type of violence it
ommits, i.e., hitting softer targets (Bueno de Mesquita, 2013) or using

36 Data on the Sunni share has been provided to us by Limodio (2022). The
global silver price is taken from https://www.metalary.com/.

37 Furthermore, we obtain similar results using Conley standard errors with
a spatial cutoff of up to 400 km.

https://www.metalary.com/
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Table 2
Group financing and district determinants.

Dependent variable:

Ln Ln Ln Ln
incidents casualties incidents casualties
(1) (2) (3) (4)

No. active groups 0.5067 0.6376 0.5468 0.7029
(0.1438) (0.1925) (0.1406) (0.1983)

𝑆𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 × 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 0.0049 0.0246 −0.0906 −0.1348
(0.0707) (0.1734) (0.0641) (0.1379)

Share politically excluded (pop) 0.0157 −0.0190
(0.0273) (0.0604)

Ln counter-insurgency 0.2323 0.5085
(0.0515) (0.0668)

Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

District-FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year-FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Division-trend ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Adj. 𝑅2 0.510 0.364 0.560 0.430
F-stat IV 14.34 14.34 10.13 10.13
Obs 2882 2882 2667 2667

Notes: The table replicates columns 5 and 6 of Table 1 controlling for the districts determinants of political violence. Standard errors are
clustered at the district level in parenthesis.
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less capital intensive attacks.38 We investigate those scenarios, running
triple-difference specification on a BLA-within-district panel, to test

ow the BLA responds to other groups (Section 6.3.1). In addition,
e specify event study specifications on the group-district-year level

hat allows us to test how the BLA and UBA behave compared to
ther groups (Section 6.3.2). In conjunction, the two sets of results are
onsistent with the idea that the BLA keeps its relevance and is most
ctive in districts in which it faces competition.

.3.1. Within BLA evidence
To test if our results are solely driven by competition between the

LA and UBA we run a within BLA triple-diff specification;

𝑖𝑡 =𝛽1(𝑈𝐵𝐴𝑖𝑡 × 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡) + 𝛽2(𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 × 𝑂𝐺𝑖𝑡) + 𝛽3(𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 × 𝑂𝐺𝑖𝑡 × 𝑈𝐵𝐴𝑖𝑡)

+ 𝛽4𝑂𝐺𝑖𝑡 + 𝐗′
𝐢𝐣𝐭𝜓 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡

(4)

where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 are the log of BLA incidents (+1) in districts-years, 𝑈𝐵𝐴𝑖𝑡 is
n indicator that is unity if the UBA is active within a district in a year,
𝐺𝑖𝑡 is the count of groups (excluding the BLA and UBA) active within
district in a year. The coefficients of interest are 𝛽1 to 𝛽4. The idea

f the specification is that we test if the BLA commits more attacks in
istricts in which if faces competition by the UBA (something that only
ccurs after the BLA split), compared to districts in which it faces other
roups or is by itself. If the BLA only competes with the UBA, we would
xpect that only 𝛽1 matters.

Table 3 provides the results of the specification across incidents,
ausalities, and different types of attacks (against civilians, capital
ntensive, and non-capital intensive).39 Counter to the idea that compe-
ition is only driven by the BLA and UBA we observe that the coefficient
f (𝑈𝐵𝐴𝑖𝑡 × 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡) is negative and mostly statistically insignificant.
n turn, the presence of other groups consistently predicts increased
LA activity (both before and after the split). Note that the marginal

ncrease of UBA presence in districts in which also other groups are
resent has a substantial increase, which supports the idea that the BLA

38 Where capital can be either human or physical capital. Empirical evidence
ighlights the importance of both (e.g. Benmelech and Berrebi, 2007; Limodio,
022).
39 Attacks against civilians are the sum of incidents defined as attacks
gainst civilians in the GTD and GED, capital intensive attacks are defined
ollowing Limodio (2022), see Appendix D for details. Note that capital
ntensive and non-capital intensive attacks do not sum to total attacks due
12

o missing information on the attack type.
might be particularly sensitive to UBA presence in contested districts.
However, it could also point to the fact that the UBA and BLA have
higher capabilities in those districts and can react to the presence of
other groups more strongly. In the next subsection, we address this
issue by leveraging within district-group fixed effects.

6.3.2. Within group-district diff-in-diff
To test how the relative activity of the BLA compared to that of

other groups after its negative capacity shock, we run event study
specifications on the group-district-year level,

𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑡 =
𝑠
∑

𝑠=𝑠
𝛽𝑠𝑏

𝑠
𝑗𝑡 + 𝐗′

𝐢𝐣𝐭𝜓 + 𝜂𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑖𝑡 + 𝜉𝑗𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑡 (5)

here 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑡 is political violence committed by group 𝑗 within district 𝑖
t time 𝑡 (e.g., incidents committed by the BLA in the district Quetta
n 2015), 𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑡 is a set of binned treatment dummies of the interac-
ion term (𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑗 × 𝐵𝐿𝐴 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡). Hence, we only treat the BLA as

group and not districts in which the BLA has been present. 𝐗′
𝐢𝐣𝐭

ncludes the triple interaction of Sunni groups with the Sunni share
f districts and the global silver price (as in Limodio, 2022),40 and a
et of time-invariant group ideology indicators (taken from Kis-Katos
t al. (2014)) interacted with year fixed effects. The goal of the first
nteraction is to control for local differences in financing opportuni-
ies, while the second set of interactions captures global shocks for
ifferent types of groups, i.e., increased counter-insurgency against
articular types of groups. 𝜂𝑖𝑗 are district-group fixed effects controlling
or the time-invariant capacity a group has within a district, as well as
roup-specific selection into districts at the extensive margin. 𝛾𝑖𝑡 are
istrict-year fixed effects controlling for competition between groups,
tate capacity, and local demand within districts over time. Finally, 𝜉𝑗𝑡
re group-specific linear time-trends and 𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑡 is the error term.41

The within-group event study represents by far the most restrictive
pecification that we employ. Identifying variation is now restricted to
ifferences between the BLA and other armed groups within districts
ver time (the UBA is excluded for now but included below). Note that
his limits the set of armed groups to those which operate at least once
n the pre-and post-treatment period.

The event study specification coefficients for the log of incidents+1
(black dots) and casualties+1 (blue triangles) are depicted in panel

40 We classify groups as ‘‘Sunni’’ following Table-D3 in Limodio (2022).
41 Note that we cannot include group-year fixed effects because they would

absorb our treatment.
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Table 3
Within BLA evidence.

Dependent variables:

Ln Ln Ln Ln Ln
incidents casualties incident incident incident
(all) (all) (civilians) (capital (non-capital

intensive) intensive)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post × UBA −0.1181 0.0332 −0.1281 −0.0372 −0.1134
(0.1288) (0.2290) (0.0741) (0.0765) (0.0962)

Post × Other Groups 0.0233 0.0371 −0.0135 0.0126 0.0100
(0.0088) (0.0151) (0.0198) (0.0088) (0.0087)

Post × Other Groups × UBA 0.2757 0.3193 0.1179 0.0657 0.3008
(0.1159) (0.0993) (0.0647) (0.0688) (0.0989)

Other Groups 0.0513 0.0830 0.0532 0.0346 0.0235
(0.0244) (0.0491) (0.0339) (0.0157) (0.0138)

District-FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year-FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Adj. 𝑅2 0.310 0.252 0.271 0.227 0.200
Obs 3384 3384 3384 3384 3384

Notes: The table reports a triple-diff analysis for the BLA only. We regress the log of incidents, casualties, and specific incident types + 1 on
a UBA presence indicator interacted with the post-treatment period, an interaction of the number of other groups (not including the BLA and
UBA) with the post-treatment period, and the interaction of the two interactions. All columns include district and year fixed effects. Standard
errors are clustered at the district level.
Fig. 8. Within Baloch separatist groups evidence. Notes: Reports the event study coefficients and their accompanying 95% CIs for within-group event study specifications as stated
in Eq. (5). 95% CI are based on standard errors clustered at the district level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
(A) of Fig. 8. The results suggest that the BLA engaged in fewer
incidents during the year KBM died (although the point estimate is only
marginally significant) but then returned to business as usual in 𝑡 + 1.
However, this seems not to have been the case for casualties inflicted by
the BLA, which rise compared to other groups following treatment. The
temporary drop in 𝑡 = 0 is similar in size and more precisely estimated if
we focus on attacks against civilians and those which are comparably
capital intensive, represented by the red crosses and orange squares
in panel (A) of Fig. 8. Attacks that are not capital intensive (green
diamonds) do not fall compared to other groups and increase in 𝑡 + 1
and 𝑡 + 2. The respective magnitudes correspond to a 5% decrease for
capital intensive attacks and attacks against civilians compared to other
groups and an increase of about 5% in non-capital intensive attacks in
𝑡 + 1 and 𝑡 + 2. The fatality estimates imply an increase of about 10%.

Panel (B) replicates panel (A) but treats the BLA and UBA as a
single group. This tests if the aggregate amount of political violence
committed by the two splinter groups jointly has changed. Treating the
two groups as one negates the temporary drop in 𝑡 = 0 and reaffirms
the increase in fatalities and non-capital intensive attacks.

In summary, the two sets of results suggest that there has been
some negative shock to the BLA’s capacity. Still, this shock did not
change the relative importance with respect to the political violence
occurring within districts. In fact, the BLA seems to keep its relevance
13
by compensating for the capacity shock by switching strategies as
they commit more non-capital intensive attacks.42 Moreover, the BLA
members that split away to form the UBA seem to follow a similar
strategy. Both results are in line with our general argument. In the
presence of increased competition (particularly by a similar actor),
both the BLA and UBA become more lethal compared to other groups.
However, the magnitudes of the effect highlight that the additional
violence is not driven by the BLA or UBA alone.

7. Robustness tests

We perform several additional tests to understand the sensitivity
of our findings, which we report briefly here and in greater detail
in Appendix.

We start by testing how our results are affected if we create our
dependent variables from two separate datasets in Appendix B. We
show that using both incidents from GTD and GED does not affect
our baseline results in a meaningful way and take this as suggestive
evidence that our results are not driven by a change in strategy of

42 This empirical result is in line with theoretical work by Bueno de Mesquita
(2013).
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the groups operating in the treatment districts towards events more
likely to be covered by the GTD. Moreover, we can show that our
results remain qualitatively and quantitatively the same if we only
focus on incidents officially claimed by a group. Thus, uncertainty
about the perpetrator seems not to increase with more competition. The
results are also inconsistent with the idea that groups try to claim more
events if competition is more fierce. We also find little evidence that
‘‘potential’’ double-counting affects our combined results using both the
GTD and GED. However, our probability-based approach to assess the
likelihood of potential double-counts suggests that double counting is
an issue for around 10% of GED events for realistic scenarios in our
case.

We also further probe our concept of active armed groups (see
Appendix C). The skeptical reader might be worried that our measure of
active armed groups increases violence by construction because groups
are only counted as active within districts if they commit at least
one attack. To avoid potential selection on the extensive margin, we
introduce the concept of potentially active groups. They are defined as
groups that are active anywhere in the country and have been active at
least once in a specific district and year. This approach acknowledges
uncertainty about the spatial choices of the armed groups that we do
not observe. Again, our results remain remarkably robust. Note that
the measure of potential active groups and active armed groups are
highly correlated (0.77). The overlap highlights another property of our
setting. Specifically, the armed groups in our sample seem to have well-
defined areas of operation. We also extended the potential active armed
groups measure to cover all districts falling within the convex hull of
a group’s incidents (similar to König et al., 2017). Again our results
remain stable. Finally, we find no evidence that the inclusion of ‘‘one-
hit wonders’’ (Blomberg et al., 2010) in our measure of active armed
groups affects our results. Note that ‘‘one-hit wonders’’ are counted
identically in both potential and realized armed group counts since they
commit only a single incident.

8. Conclusion

This paper studies the effect of the proliferation of armed groups
on organized political violence. While the arguments in favor of such
a mechanism have long been present in the literature, we are the first
paper to provide quasi-experimental evidence on the matter. We exploit
a unique setting in Pakistan where the unexpected death of a pivotal
figure leads to the split of a major armed group, allowing us to provide
quasi-experimental evidence on the net effect of group proliferation and
differentiate between opposing competition and capacity effects.

Our estimates predict that one additional active armed group in-
creases the incidents of organized political violence by about 60% and
causes casualties to rise by roughly 75%. These sizeable effects and
dynamics that we document are consistent with the idea of competition
between armed groups for local dominance. In a communication to the
Indian newspaper The Hindu (Bhattacherjee, 2019), the BLA indicated
hat ‘‘they are planning to intensify the struggle against Pakistan as they
emain ‘the most popular’ militant organization in Balochistan’’.

Moreover, our 2SLS results suggest that groups seem to endoge-
ously select into locations in which other groups already operate.
ence, for given locational fundamentals (e.g., resources, state capac-

ty), the effect of an additional armed group is likely to be underesti-
ated because we find a diminishing effect with respect to the number

f existing groups. This also has some implications for the generaliz-
bility of our results. If the presence of additional groups is mostly
ccurring due to more available resources or less state capacity, the
roup effect itself will be smaller, while total violence could increase
ven more. However, comparing cross-country correlations, we do not
ind that Pakistan in general, is a very particular case. In fact, it seems
o be a rather regular one.

Exploring the determinants and consequences of group appearance,
ergers, and splits is a promising avenue for future research. Currently,
14
there is little evidence on how local determinants of conflict, such as
state capacity, the demand for armed groups, and financing opportu-
nities, affect armed groups and are affected by them. Future research
needs to trace why new groups form or split up and encroach upon
the territories of other groups. Understanding within-group dynamics
is largely absent from the literature so far. We believe this to be a
major obstacle when it comes to policy recommendations. Consider
the evaluation of counter-insurgency efforts against a specific group,
for example. It is impossible to evaluate whether the policy can reduce
political violence if we ignore how other groups are indirectly affected.
Our study offers a toolkit to engage in those kinds of studies by
providing a method to calculate proxies for counter-insurgency efforts
by combining the GTD and GED databases. What is more, matching
of incidences between the GTD and GED datasets enables researchers
to analyze political violence of armed groups and increase coverage
holistically.

Finally, our results suggest that politicians and military leaders
should be careful if they employ targeted killing strategies against
the leaders of armed groups to incapacitate large groups. Splitting up
a larger group into competing splinter groups can actually increase
violence in the short term.
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